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Abstract
Theory and computations have established that thermodynamic gradients created by hot spots in reactive gas mixtures can lead
to spontaneous detonation initiation. However, the current laminar theory of the temperature-gradient mechanism for detonation
initiation is restricted to idealized physical configurations. Thus, it only predicts conditions for the onset of detonations in quiescent
gases, where an isolated hot spot is formed on a timescale shorter than the chemical and acoustic timescales of the gas. In this work,
we extend the laminar temperature-gradient mechanism into a statistical model for predicting the detonability of an autoignitive
gas experiencing compressible isotropic turbulence fluctuations. Compressible turbulence forms non-monotonic temperature fields
with tightly-spaced local minima and maxima that evolve over a range of timescales, including those much larger than chemical and
acoustic timescales. We examine the utility of the adapted statistical model through direct numerical simulations of compressible
isotropic turbulence in premixed hydrogen-air reactants for a range of conditions. We find strong, but not conclusive, evidence that
the model can predict the degree of detonability in an autoignitive gas due to turbulence-induced thermodynamic gradients.
Keywords: Compressible Turbulence, Premixed Autoignition, Detonation Initiation
1. Introduction
Turbulence compressibility, autoignitive combustion, nonlin-
ear interactions between turbulence and chemistry, and transi-
tions to detonation are all fundamental aspects of many different
high-speed reacting flows, from human-scale engineered flows
such as supersonic combustion ramjet engines (scramjets) [1]
to astrophysical flows such as Type 1a supernovae [2]. It is
now well-established that thermodynamic gradients within lo-
calized hot spots (also termed exothermic centers) can lead to
the direct initiation of detonations in auto-igniting gas mixtures
[3–6]. It is also established that nonlinear turbulence-chemistry
interactions alone can induce deflagration-to-detonation transi-
tion (DDT) in high-speed turbulent flames. This can occur via
the same localized mechanism of hot-spot autoignition [7, 8],
where the necessary thermodynamic gradient is created by the
turbulent flame rather than an external source. Alternatively,
DDT can be induced through a self-reinforcing amplification
of an initial large-scale pressure wave generated during a self-
acceleration event of an unsteady turbulent flame propagating
with a speed above that of a Chapman-Jouguet (CJ) deflagra-
tion [9, 10]. All three mechanisms — autoignitive hot-spot
initiation, local hot-spot DDT, and turbulence-driven DDT in
super-CJ flames — rely, at least in part, on a thermomechanical
feedback loop between chemical heat release and pressure in
order to amplify an acoustic wave into a detonation wave. This
unsteady feedback loop is described in detail for the particular
case of sub-detonable shock waves, termed shock wave ampli-
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fication by coherent energy release, or SWACER, in [4]. Qual-
itatively, the critical difference between the detonation mecha-
nisms is the source that initiates and drives the feedback mech-
anism: autoignition or turbulent deflagration.
In autoignitive gaseous flows, spatial gradients in temper-
ature, pressure, and species mixture fractions produce spatial
gradients in the chemical ignition delay time, denoted tign. As
long as advective and diffusive processes operating on the tem-
perature and species gradients are slow compared to the range
of ignition delay times present [7], a monotonic gradient will
form a spontaneous reaction front that propagates with a speed
equal to the inverse of the local ignition delay time gradient
magnitude, namely usp = |∇tign|−1.
Neglecting any thermomechanical response of the gas to ini-
tial conditions or subsequent heat release, an isolated hot spot
with a constant usp as the initial condition will form either a sub-
sonic or supersonic spontaneous ignition wave that will transi-
tion to a conventional deflagration or detonation wave within
specific regimes of the spontaneous wave-speed. These four
propagation regimes are delineated by the magnitude of usp with
respect to the local Chapman-Jouguet detonation speed, DCJ,
the upstream speed of sound, a, and the laminar deflagration
speed, S L [5]. Only in the case where a < usp < DCJ will the
spontaneous ignition wave formed from initial conditions tran-
sition to a detonation wave.
When the thermomechanical response of the gas to both the
initial conditions and heat release are taken into account, a far
larger range of usp can transition to a detonation wave than
would be expected from an analysis of the initial conditions
alone [4, 7, 11]. Most notably, when S L < usp < a, a sponta-
neous subsonic ignition wave would be predicted to form and
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propagate through the hot spot without transitioning to another
regime [5]. However, the thermomechanical response of the
surrounding gas to the initial creation of the hot spot will form
an acoustic wave, independent of the ignition wave [4, 11].
Due to the monotonically-decreasing speed of sound, the down-
stream pressure increase due to heat release from the subsonic
ignition wave will propagate upstream faster than the leading
acoustic wave, allowing the trailing subsonic ignition wave to
amplify the leading acoustic wave. In turn, the ignition-delay-
time gradient between the acoustic and ignition waves will be
smaller than in the initial conditions, and therefore the ignition
wave will accelerate towards the acoustic wave. Consequently,
the heat release rate will increase within the reaction zone of
the wave. This process is self-reinforcing, in the same manner
as SWACER feedback mechanism [4], and will eventually ac-
celerate the ignition wave to supersonic speeds. At this point,
the ignition wave will overtake and coalesce with the leading
acoustic wave and transition to a detonation wave. This broader
temperature-gradient-based mechanism for the direct initiation
of detonation waves has been extensively validated from both
an analytical perspective, through asymptotic analysis and re-
duced order models, and from a numerical perspective, through
one- and two-dimensional (1D and 2D, respectively) numerical
simulations of simplified hot spot configurations. The reader is
directed to [12, 13] for comprehensive reviews of the founda-
tional literature.
Both Khokhlov [7] and Bradley [6] numerically studied the
thermomechanical response of 1D hot spots to chemical heat re-
lease in order to discern the critical range of hot-spot radii and
temperature-gradient magnitudes that lead to detonation initi-
ation. In addition to the ratio a/usp, these studies determined
that detonation initiation also depends on the ratio of the char-
acteristic time scale of exothermic heat release, texo, within the
hot spot to the acoustic residence time of the hot spot, r0/a,
where r0 is the initial radius prior to thermomechanical relax-
ation. The importance of this acoustic-exothermicity coupling
was expanded upon in subsequent studies [e.g., 14–18], estab-
lishing that the detonability of an isolated hot spot can be char-
acterized by two non-dimensional parameters, given as
ξ =
a
usp
= a|∇tign| ≈ atign TaT 2 |∇T |hs , (1)
ζ =
r0
atexo
, (2)
where T is the temperature, Ta = d(ln tign)/d(1/T ) is the ef-
fective activation temperature of the chemistry, |∇T |hs is the
average or constant temperature gradient of the hot spot, and
tign, texo, T , and Ta are each evaluated from the initial condi-
tions at the radial midpoint, r0/2. It should be noted that no
assumptions have been made about the explosive or autoigni-
tion limits of the reactant mixture in deriving ξ and ζ. The only
assumptions are that the two chemical timescales, tign and texo,
are quantifiable, or alternatively that |∇tign| is well approximated
by tignTa|∇T |/T 2.
As described by Gu et al. [14], the acoustic-exothermicity
coupling, ζ, predicts the detonability of the hot spot according
to the following criteria:
• If ζ  1, then the spontaneous ignition wave will form much
faster than an acoustic wave can exit the hot spot, and the
two waves will coalesce and transition into a fully-developed
detonation wave before both waves exit the region of negative
speed-of-sound gradient in the hot spot that enables the self-
reinforcing thermomechanical coupling between the waves.
• If ζ ≈ 1, then the ignition wave will form in the same time
that the acoustic wave will have crossed the initial hot spot
radius, and whether a detonation wave forms will be strongly
dependent on the value of ξ, because the continuous ther-
momechanical relaxation of the hot spot may continue to
decelerate the acoustic wave long enough to allow for the
self-reinforcing thermomechanical coupling to bring the two
waves together.
• If ζ  1, then the ignition wave will not form before the
acoustic wave has left the hot spot and ceased to decelerate,
and none of the heat release within the ignition wave will be
capable of amplifying the acoustic wave in a self-reinforcing
manner.
In accordance with these criteria, the acoustic-induction cou-
pling, ξ, has upper and lower detonability limits that correspond
to a/S L and a/DCJ in the asymptotic limit ζ  1, whereas at
ζ ≈ 1, the upper and lower detonability limits contract to a
single point, typically in the range 2 < ξ < 7, forming a “deto-
nation peninsula” within the ζ − ξ parameter space [18].
The temperature-gradient mechanism of detonation initiation
is, however, limited to the prediction of detonations in local-
ized and isolated hot spots that are formed on timescales shorter
than, or comparable to, chemical and acoustic timescales. In the
case of highly turbulent autoignitive flows, by contrast, turbu-
lence compressibility can generate non-monotonic temperature
fields with tightly-spaced minima and maxima that vary over
a wide range of length and time scales, including those much
larger than chemical and acoustic length and time scales. As
such, there is currently no predictive model for the initiation of
detonations by compressible turbulence fluctuations in an au-
toignitive flow. Therefore, in this work, we adapt these gov-
erning non-dimensional parameters of the laminar temperature-
gradient mechanism into a statistical model for the a priori pre-
diction of spontaneous detonation initiation by thermodynamic
gradients formed from flow-field fluctuations in compressible
homogeneous isotropic turbulence (HIT). We then use three-
dimensional (3D) direct numerical simulations (DNS) of com-
pressible HIT in premixed hydrogen-air reactants over a small
— but critical — range of conditions to examine the utility of
the adapted statistical model for predicting compressible turbu-
lence detonability.
The present focus on autoignitive HIT is motivated by prior
studies of velocity and thermodynamic fluctuations in both non-
reacting and reacting turbulent flows. For non-reacting equilib-
rium turbulent flows at very high Reynolds numbers, it is widely
hypothesized that the smallest scales behave in a universal man-
ner independent of any particular large-scale flow geometry,
and, as a consequence, the turbulent fluctuations must be sta-
tistically homogeneous and isotropic [19–21]. In this context,
the interactions of HIT with chemistry can be viewed as a model
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problem that approximates, on a statistical basis, the dynamics
of high-pass-filtered turbulent fluctuations in a material volume
of reacting fluid advecting with the bulk flow of any sufficiently
high Reynolds number combustion process that has the same
initial reactant and final product states [22–25]. Similarly, the
effect of compressible HIT thermodynamic fluctuations on au-
toignition can be isolated from the effect of turbulent fluctua-
tions in reactant mixture fractions by analyzing fully premixed
reactants. In this case, the assumptions of small-scale homo-
geneity and premixed reactants allow for highly detailed analy-
ses of turbulence-chemistry interactions, including multi-scale
and cross-scale interactions [10, 26–30].
The present work draws upon previous 2D DNS studies of
superimposed temperature and turbulent kinetic energy fluc-
tuations at conditions relevant to homogeneous charge com-
pression ignition engines to study the importance of turbulent
mixing and diffusive timescales on the development of reaction
fronts [31–35], and the dynamical impact of chain-branching-
regulated chemical kinetics, including negative-temperature-
coefficient behavior, compared to the thermally-regulated one-
step Arrhenius chemistry models [e.g., 36, 37]. Addition-
ally, Yu and Bai [38] compared saddle-shaped and spherically-
curved reaction fronts, as well as the effects of 3D turbulence
on autoignition, in what may be the only computational study
to date that utilizes 3D DNS with detailed chemistry to focus
exclusively on premixed autoignition waves. Furthermore, the
present work draws upon previous studies of 3D compressible
HIT, particularly 3D DNS studies of compressible turbulence
thermodynamics [39–41]. However, no previous study has per-
formed DNS of turbulent premixed autoignition where the con-
trolling temperature gradients were a direct result of compress-
ible turbulence fluctuations. This intrinsic, turbulence-induced
mechanism of detonation initiation is the primary focus of the
present study.
This paper is organized as follows. First, we extend the di-
mensional analysis for detonation initiation in isolated hot spots
to turbulence-induced thermodynamic fluctuations in com-
pressible mixtures. Next, we describe details of the numerical
simulation algorithms and procedures. This is followed by a
detailed analysis of the results, with conclusions presented at
the end.
2. A Predictive Statistical Model for Turbulence Detonabil-
ity
In a turbulent autoignitive flow, turbulence compressibility
generates spatial and temporal variations in temperature that
evolve over timescales both smaller and potentially much larger
than chemical and acoustic timescales. This would seem to vi-
olate much of the theoretical basis for the temperature-gradient
mechanism of detonation initiation in quiescent gases with iso-
lated hot spots, outlined in the previous section. However,
due to the statistically-predictable structure and scale of tur-
bulence fluctuations, we can characterize and predict, a pri-
ori, the global system detonability of the auto-igniting gas us-
ing suitable spatial averages of the thermodynamic fluctuations
as arguments in a dimensional analysis of the system deton-
ability. This is carried out by replacing the laminar hot-spot
temperature, temperature gradient, and radius in Eqs. (1) and
(2) with the mass-average temperature, mass-weighted root-
mean-square (rms) temperature gradient, and a temperature-
field equivalent to the Taylor length scale, respectively. These
substitutions yield new turbulence-based expressions for ξ and
ζ, denoted ξt and ζt, given as
ξt = armsτign
Ta
{T }2 |∇T |rms , (3)
ζt =
2λT
armsτexo
=
2T ′
armsτexo|∇T |rms , (4)
where {·} = 〈ρ·〉/〈ρ〉 denotes a mass-weighted spatial average,
〈·〉 denotes a volume-weighted spatial average, a2rms = {γP/ρ} is
the rms speed of sound, and λT = T ′/|∇T |rms is the temperature-
field Taylor scale. The standard deviation of the temperature
fluctuations, T ′, and the rms temperature gradient, |∇T |rms, are
T ′ =
{
(T − {T })2
}1/2
, (5)
|∇T |rms =
{
∂T
∂x j
∂T
∂x j
}1/2
. (6)
In deriving ζt, we assumed that a linearized approximation
of an effective “rms hot spot” has a radius r0 = 2λT and varies
from a maximum temperature of {T } + T ′ at its center down to
{T }−T ′ in the surrounding cold gas, giving a piecewise-constant
temperature gradient magnitude of |∇T |rms. Similarly, ξt rep-
resents an effective “rms spontaneous velocity” for the entire
simulation domain. Each thermodynamic moment (i.e., mean,
and rms or standard deviation) is assumed to be computed for
the turbulent flow field at the initiation of reactions in the sim-
ulation (see §3, below), while the characteristic ignition delay
time, τign, exothermicity time, τexo, and effective activation tem-
perature, Ta, are computed for a homogeneous constant volume
reaction with initial conditions 〈P〉 and {T }.
Although it is possible to compute rms values for ζ and ξ di-
rectly from a simulation, a posteriori, or even obtain complete
probability distribution functions as a function of time within
the unreacted regions of the domain, such a diagnostic approach
to assessing turbulence detonability cannot provide the basis for
an a priori predictive model. By formulating the single charac-
teristic values ξt and ζt as functions solely of the initial thermo-
dynamic conditions, dimensional analysis of inert compressible
HIT can be used to compute a priori estimates of T ′ and |∇T |rms
for any given simulation conditions, as outlined in Section 3.3.
It is also possible to use only volume-weighted statistics to
derive ξt and ζt, which could simplify comparison to experi-
mental investigations. In fact, at low Mat, the mass-weighted
and volume-weighted averages deviate only slightly. However,
the disagreement between the two averages increases signifi-
cantly with Mat, as reported in [41]. More importantly, the use
of a mass-average for temperature statistics is the natural result
of solving a conservative formulation of the reacting flow equa-
tions for an ideal gas, given in §3.1. In particular, if one knows
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the volume-averaged pressure and density in either a computa-
tional simulation or experimental apparatus, and the mixture-
averaged molecular weight is uniform in space (i.e., the gases
are fully premixed but unreacted), then {T } = 〈P〉/(〈ρ〉R) is eas-
ily obtained. Due to this algebraic consistency in both the gov-
erning differential equations and the ideal gas law, the mass-
average temperature is much preferred to the volume-average
temperature as an input to a computational model for compress-
ible turbulence where Mat is a free parameter.
We hypothesize that the degree of detonability of tempera-
ture fluctuations induced by compressible turbulence can be re-
liably predicted by comparing ζt to unity within some empir-
ical upper and lower bounds of ξt, as with laminar hot spots
(see the criteria outlined in the previous section). In the follow-
ing sections, we test this hypothesis using five new DNS cases
of auto-igniting stoichiometric hydrogen-air mixtures subject to
compressible isotropic turbulence in which ζt is varied while ξt
is held nearly constant at an intermediate value likely to favor
detonability.
3. Methods
3.1. Physical model of turbulent autoignition
In the present simulations, premixed turbulent combustion
is represented using a system of partial differential equations
derived from the compressible Navier-Stokes equations (which
describe conservation of mass, momentum and total energy)
subject to initial and boundary conditions, as given by
∂ρ
∂t
= − ∂
∂x j
(ρu j) , (7)
∂(ρui)
∂t
= − ∂
∂x j
(ρuiu j + Pδi j − σi j) + Fi , (8)
∂(ρE)
∂t
= − ∂
∂x j
(
ρEu j + Pu j − q j − uiσi j
)
+ ρ∆hf,kΩ˙k + u jF j , (9)
∂(ρYk)
∂t
= − ∂
∂x j
(
ρYku j −Dk j
)
+ ρΩ˙k , (10)
where twice-repeated indices in a term imply summation, ρ is
the density, ui is the velocity vector, Yk is the mass fraction of
the kth chemical species, E is the specific total energy, P is the
pressure, T is the temperature, ∆hf,k is the specific enthalpy of
formation of the kth species, and Ω˙k is the production rate of the
kth species. The viscous stress tensor, σi j, diffusive heat flux,
q j, and diffusive species flux,Dk j, are
σi j = 2µ(S i j − 13θδi j) + µbθδi j , (11)
q j = κ
∂T
∂x j
− ρhkDk j , (12)
Dk j = ρDk YkXk
∂Xk
∂x j
(no summation over k) , (13)
respectively, where the multiply-repeated index k does not im-
ply summation in Eq. (13). Here, S i j = 12 (∂ui/∂x j + ∂u j/∂xi)
is the strain rate tensor, θ = S ii is the dilatation, µ, µb, and
κ are the mixture-averaged shear viscosity, bulk viscosity, and
thermal conductivity, respectively, and Dk, hk, and Xk are the
mixture-averaged mass diffusivity, specific enthalpy, and mole
fraction for the kth species, respectively. The fluid is modeled
as a thermally-perfect ideal gas, where thermodynamic vari-
ables are related to each other by the ideal gas equation of state,
P = ρRuT/Wmix, where Ru is the universal gas constant. Ad-
ditionally, a time-varying body force, Fi, is applied in order to
generate and maintain isotropic turbulence fluctuations within
the periodic domain; further details of this forcing are outlined
in the next section.
The physical domain of the HIT simulations examined here
is triply-periodic and is therefore a closed, adiabatic, and iso-
choric control volume. As a result, without turbulence fluctu-
ations in the thermodynamic state of the premixed autoignitive
ideal gas mixture, the entire system would undergo a homo-
geneous constant-volume (CV) explosion. With the turbulence
fluctuations, the spatially-averaged system remains isochoric,
but with a different temporal evolution than a homogeneous CV
reaction.
Locally and instantaneously, each infinitesimal parcel of re-
acting gas may undergo any kind of change in pressure and spe-
cific volume during combustion, including constant-pressure
(isobaric) auto-ignition and detonation cycles that do not cor-
respond to ideal Chapman-Jouguet (CJ) detonation speeds and
Zel’dovich-von Neumann-Do¨ring (ZND) wave structure (see
[42–44], e.g., for descriptions of CJ and ZND theory). Despite
this, all combustion modes (i.e., autoignition, deflagration, and
detonation) can be universally characterized by the evolution
of the total thermicity, ω˙, which has units of s−1 and expresses
the total thermodynamic effect of chemical reactions, includ-
ing both the volume increase at constant pressure due to the
change in the number of molecules, and the heat release due to
the breaking of chemical bonds [43, 44]. For an ideal gas, ω˙ is
given as
ω˙ =
(
Wmix
Wk
− hk
cPT
)
Ω˙k , (14)
where, as before, the twice-repeated index k implies summa-
tion, cP is the mixture-averaged specific heat capacity at con-
stant pressure, Wmix is the mixture-averaged molecular weight,
and Wk is the molecular weight of the kth species in the gas
mixture.
Within this context, we can define the ignition delay time,
tign, to be the time required to reach the maximum total thermic-
ity from the upstream or initial condition, and the exothermicity
time, texo = tshm − tfhm, as the difference between the time that
the thermicity first rises to 50% of its maximum [i.e., the first
half-max (fhm) state] and the time that the thermicity subse-
quently drops back below 50% of its maximum [i.e., the second
half-max (shm) state] [44]. The reaction-zone width of a propa-
gating combustion wave is equivalently defined as the distance
in space between these two states, i.e., δexo = |xshm − xfhm|.
Chemical reactions in this study are modeled using a multi-
species kinetic mechanism for hydrogen combustion based on
the 2014 San Diego mechanism [45]. This mechanism includes
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21 reactions involving 8 reacting species (i.e., H, H2, O, O2,
OH, H2O, HO2, and H2O2) and the inert N2. Thermodynamic
properties are given by polynomial functions of temperature in
the NASA seven coefficient format [46]. Pure species viscosity
coefficients and binary diffusion coefficients are computed from
standard kinetic theory given in Hirschfelder et al. [47], while
thermal conduction coefficients of pure species are computed
from expressions given in Warnatz [48]. Mixture-averaged
conduction, shear viscosity, and bulk viscosity coefficients are
computed from averaging formulas of order 1/4, 6, and 1/2 re-
spectively [49], while mixture-averaged species diffusion coef-
ficients are computed using the same method as in the TRANS-
PORT library [50].
3.2. Details of the direct numerical simulations
Equations (7)-(10) are solved numerically on a uniform grid
by operator splitting the reaction and forcing terms from the
conservative advection and diffusion terms. Advection and
diffusion are advanced forward in time by the fully unsplit
corner transport upwind finite-volume scheme with piecewise-
parabolic monotone spatial reconstruction and the HLLC Rie-
mann solver [51, 52] implemented in the code Athena-RFX
[10, 22, 53].
Specialized code for the chemical reaction source terms is
generated from a CHEMKIN [54] input file in a preprocessing
step that generates the rates of change and analytical Jacobian
[55] of the species mass fractions and temperature due to chem-
ical reactions. At run time, Athena-RFX reads CHEMKIN and
TRANSPORT input files to obtain thermodynamic and trans-
port property data and tabulates pure species transport proper-
ties, as well as forward and reverse reaction rate constants and
their temperature derivatives, for subsequent evaluation by in-
terpolation [56]. The stiff system of equations for the chemical
kinetics is integrated using the non-iterative, single step, semi-
implicit ODE integrator YASS [57]. It does not employ any
approximations to the Jacobian matrix, it explicitly conserves
species mass fractions and total energy, and it provides an ex-
cellent balance between accuracy and efficiency, which is criti-
cal for large-scale DNS.
Isotropic turbulence is sustained in each DNS case by in-
troducing a body force, Fi, in the governing equations for
the momentum and specific total energy [Eqs. (8) and (9), re-
spectively]. This body force is implemented as a large-scale,
isotropic perturbation momentum field δ fi that is added dis-
cretely after each time-step [58]. Moreover, the effective ki-
netic energy of δ fi is modulated to provide a constant rate of
energy injection, εinj. In this context, Fi = δ fi/∆t, where ∆t is
the current simulation time-step. The forcing method amplifies
the large-scale motions of the momentum field, and thus δ fi is
formed deterministically from the solution momentum field ρui
as
δ fi =
〈ρ〉εinj〈
ui
(√
ρδwsi − 〈
√
ρδwsi 〉
)〉 (√ρδwsi − 〈√ρδwsi 〉) , (15)
where wi =
√
ρui, and δwsi is computed in spectral space as
δ̂wsi (k) =

(
δi j − kik j/|k|2
)
ŵ j(k) , if 2∆k ≤ k < 4∆k
0 , otherwise ,
(16)
where ki is the wavenumber vector (also denoted k), ∆k = 2pi/L
is the spectral grid resolution, L is the domain width, and (̂·) de-
notes a Fourier transform. The perturbation momentum, δ fi, is
recomputed every tvp = max(∆t, τK/4), where τK is the Kol-
mogorov time scale, and is appropriately normalized to ensure
a constant energy injection rate with no mean momentum ad-
dition. For well-resolved DNS at weak to moderate compress-
ibility levels, the typical simulation time-step, ∆t, will be much
less than τK, and therefore limiting the refresh rate to tvp = τK/4
provides significant computational cost savings by greatly re-
ducing the number of forward and inverse parallel fast Fourier
transforms that must be computed on the solution field.
3.3. Physical setup of the simulations
Collectively, the constant rate of kinetic energy injection
from turbulence forcing, εinj, the domain box size, L, and the
initial temperature, Tinit, pressure, Pinit, and species mole frac-
tions Xk,init, fully determine the physical configuration and di-
mensional scaling of each simulation prior to the start of reac-
tions. Based upon the particular turbulence forcing scheme and
solution procedure used, very accurate empirical estimates of
the rms velocity, urms = {uiui}1/2, {T }, and 〈P〉 at the start of
reactions can be made from εinj, L, Tinit, and Pinit.
Neglecting the initial chemical mixture, Xk,init, which we
hold constant across all simulations, four independent non-
dimensional parameters will govern the dynamics of non-
reacting compressible HIT: the Taylor-scale Reynolds number,
Ret, turbulence Mach number Mat, the characteristic ratio of
specific heats, γ0 = γ({T }), and the Prandtl number Pr, where
Ret =
urmsλu√
3{ν} ≈ u
2
rms
(
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3ν0εinj
)1/2
, (17)
Mat =
urms
arms
≈ urms〈ρ〉
γ0〈P〉 , (18)
Pr =
ν0
α0
. (19)
Here, λu is the (velocity-based) Taylor length scale, ν0 =
µ({T })/〈ρ〉 is the characteristic kinematic viscosity, and α0 =
κ({T })/[〈ρ〉cp({T })] is the characteristic thermal diffusivity.
The standard deviation of the temperature fluctuations, T ′,
and the rms temperature gradient, |∇T |rms, can then be predicted
from scaling laws of these four parameters, given generically as
T ′
{T } = AMa
a
t Re
c
t γ
e
0Pr
g , (20)
|∇T |rmsL
{T } = BMa
b
t Re
d
t γ
f
0 Pr
h , (21)
if the leading coefficients (i.e., A and B) and power-law expo-
nents (i.e., a-h) were known with a high degree of certainty.
In fact, previous numerical and theoretical studies of inert and
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Simulation Z1 Z2a Z2b Z3a Z3b
〈ρ〉εinj (J/m3s) 5.556 × 105 4.001 × 104 1.524 × 106 9.579 × 104 2.066 × 107
L (m) 3.278 × 10−2 1.116 × 10−1 3.087 × 10−2 1.113 × 10−1 1.729 × 10−1
Tinit (K) 1118 998.1 1096 966.7 1119
Pinit (atm) 6.987 1.796 4.585 1.096 4.160
Mat 0.03 0.03 0.05 0.05 0.1
{T }0 (K) 1119 998.8 1098 968.5 1128
〈P〉0 (atm) 6.993 1.798 4.593 1.098 4.192
T ′0 (K) 0.1213 0.1068 0.2931 0.2648 1.183|∇T |rms,0 (K/m) 4.257 1.151 11.53 2.905 85.59
λT,0/∆x 8.9 8.5 8.5 8.4 8.2
ζt 2.87 1.47 1.45 0.69 0.67
ξt 3.69 2.75 3.20 3.97 3.29
Table 1: Input physical model parameters of the direct numerical simulations and resulting actual turbulence properties, computed a posteriori, at t = 0 s.
calorically-perfect (i.e., with constant γ and Pr) compressible
HIT (see [20, 40, 59], and citations therein) have found that
a should be exactly 2. However, A and B can be expected to
depend on the initial chemical mixture and thermally-perfect
equations of state, and no previous studies have sought a scal-
ing law for |∇T |rms. Therefore, we made coarse estimates for
these scaling laws in order to determine the required simulation
input parameters for a given choice of Mat, Ret, ζt, and ξt.
Since both γ0 and Pr depend only on {T }, and we expected
the initial {T } to vary only slightly between simulations (i.e.
from 900-1200 K), we assumed that e = f = g = h = 0 for
our present purposes. Furthermore, previous studies [40, 59]
found that T ′/{T } is essentially independent of Ret, and so we
assumed that c = d = 0. The remaining exponents (a and b)
and leading coefficients (A and B) were estimated from a series
of inert HIT simulations at Mat = [0.1, 0.2, 0.4] and Ret = 50.
We found from least-squares fits that a = b = 2.0, A = 0.063,
and B = 11. These coarse numerical approximations of T ′ and
|∇T |rms as power-law functions of Mat only, along with the sys-
tem of differential equations for the chemical kinetics mecha-
nism, were then used inside a root-finding algorithm to deter-
mine the necessary values of εinj, L, Tinit, and Pinit for each
simulation.
Due to the high cost of simulating the chosen low-Mach con-
ditions, only five simulations were performed, all targeted for
ξt = 4, with one simulation at ζt = 2 and two simulations each
at ζt = 1 and 0.5, but with different Mat at the same ζt. Ad-
ditionally, each simulation was initialized with a stoichiometric
H2-air mixture (i.e., H2:O2:N2 = 2:1:3.76), and targeted a fixed
value of Ret = 230. Since we set four non-dimensional pa-
rameters for each simulation (ξt, ζt, Mat, and Ret), there is no
remaining relational freedom to hold fixed any dimensional pa-
rameters between simulations, and, therefore, each simulation
must have a different Tinit, Pinit, L, and εinj. The input physical
model parameters for each simulation and the resulting proper-
ties of the fully-developed turbulence are outlined in Table 1.
It can be seen that the actual values of ξt and ζt, computed a
posteriori at t = 0 in each case, maintain the trend of sweeping
through unity ζt at roughly constant ξt, despite deviating from
their precise target values.
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Figure 1: Hot-spot detonability regime diagram with present 3D turbulent sim-
ulation cases shown as red squares, with closed squares indicating ζt > 1 and
open squares indicating ζt < 1. Also shown are select simulations of detonating
1D laminar hot spots of H2-air (blue diamonds, [14]) and H2-CO-air (black cir-
cles, [18]), which provide an empirical approximation of the upper and lower
detonability limits. (color online)
Figure 1 shows a detonability regime diagram of the present
simulations, along with a selection of detonating conditions
from two previously published studies of 1D laminar hot spots
containing H2-air [14] and H2-CO-air [18] fuel mixtures. To-
gether, these prior studies sketch out the approximate upper and
lower bounds of the hot-spot detonation peninsula. The 3D tur-
bulent simulations presented here cut across the critical limit of
ζt = 1, between the empirical upper and lower ξ detonability
limits. These simulation conditions therefore provide an ade-
quate test of our hypothesis that the detonability of compress-
ible turbulence should abruptly increase as ζt increases from
below to above unity. It is cautioned, however, that these sim-
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ulations do not provide adequate information to draw firm con-
clusions about how the detonability may vary with either ξt or
Mat.
Each simulation was solved on a uniform computational
mesh of size 10243. The resulting Kolmogorov scale resolu-
tion at the time of reaction initiation was ηk,0/∆x = 0.5, where
∆x is the grid cell size. This relatively coarse resolution was a
necessary compromise between computational cost and physi-
cal fidelity, with the first four statistical moments of the tem-
perature fluctuations being fully converged and the second mo-
ment of the temperature gradient field (i.e., |∇T |rms) being ap-
proximately converged, and with at least one grid cell per ZND
detonation exothermic width for all simulations. Although the
ZND detonation resolution is marginal, all characteristic gas-
dynamic wave speeds, including reaction waves, are correctly
captured by the Godunov finite-volume scheme, regardless of
the grid size and wave orientation, and depend only on the
Rankine-Hugoniot jump conditions across the wave.
We performed each simulation as follows. We randomly
initialized each simulation with the chemical reactions turned
off, uniform temperature and pressure, and a random velocity
field with a prescribed isotropic energy spectrum and turbulence
Mach number Mat significantly lower than the target turbulence
Mach number. This initialization procedure was intended to en-
sure that any dynamical inconsistencies in the initial conditions
did not impact the simulations at later times [60, 61]. The tur-
bulent flow field was allowed to develop from these random
initial conditions for 10.5τ`, where τ` is the predicted integral-
scale eddy turnover time, until Mat = Mat,0, and reactions were
turned on. We define the time at which reactions are initialized
as t = 0. We then ran the five simulations for an additional 1.0τ`
each, at which point the entire domain of each simulation was
essentially finished reacting. Full three-dimensional fields of
the solution variables were output at a rate of 0.5τexo. The tur-
bulence forcing mechanism remains active throughout the en-
tire duration of each simulation, and, due to the low values of
Mat in all five cases, the thermodynamic turbulence statistics,
{T }, T ′, and |∇T |rms would have been essentially stationary over
a single τ`, were reactions not active.
A 2D section of the temperature field at t = 0 is shown for
case Z1 in Fig. 2; this slice is qualitatively representative of the
multi-scale structure of the temperature fluctuations for all five
cases. Given the wide range of temperature values and associ-
ated temperature gradients found in Fig. 2, the isotropic com-
pressible turbulent flow fields generated in the present simula-
tions are likely to form many isolated ignition kernels of various
shapes and sizes. Therefore, the degree to which a simulation
forms detonation waves versus shockless auto-ignition waves
can be quantified, rather than simply assessing a binary state
of positive or negative detonability, as in the 1D laminar case.
Even in cases Z3a and Z3b, where we do not predict that deto-
nation waves will form since ζt < 1 (see Fig. 1), we still expect
to find qualitative differences between combustion in an ide-
alized homogeneous CV reactor and the spontaneous ignition
waves that form along temperature gradients in these cases.
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Figure 2: A pseudocolor image of a 512 × 512 cell slice of the normalized
temperature fluctuations, (T − {T })/T ′, at t = 0 from case Z1 (color online).
3.4. Reaction wave profiling
In Section 4, we analyze the spontaneous ignition wave
fronts within a single volumetric data output from each sim-
ulation. A 2D schematic representation of the reaction wave
profiling is shown in Fig. 3 to aid explanation.
First, using Lewiner’s marching cubes algorithm [62], as im-
plemented in the python package scikit-image [63], we find
the isosurface of YH2 corresponding to the peak thermicity
of a homogeneous CV reactor with the same initial condi-
tions as the mean thermodynamic state of each simulation at
t = 0 s. The marching cubes algorithm builds a polygonal
mesh made entirely of triangular elements whose vertices are
the linearly-interpolated locations where the chosen value of a
scalar field intersects each finite-volume cell edge. In Fig. 3,
the 3D piecewise-triangular isosurface is represented as a 2D
piecewise-linear isocontour, shown as alternating light and dark
purple lines, that approximates the “true” underlying ignition-
delay isocontour, shown in cyan.
Second, for each triangular face of the isosurface, we com-
pute the surface area, barycenter, and normal vector to the sur-
face. From each face barycenter, we extract a reaction-front
profile along the normal vector of the surface by interpolating
all quantities of interest, computed at the finite-volume cell cen-
ters, to 29 geometrically-spaced points along each direction of
the normal vector, such that each successive point is 21/4 times
farther from the face barycenter than the previous point. These
points are located between ±0.5∆x and ±64∆x, for a total of 59
interpolation points, including the face barycenter point, and
quantities of interest are interpolated to these points using tri-
cubic Akima spline interpolation [64]. Three sample reaction-
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Figure 3: A two-dimensional representation of the reaction wave profiling pro-
cedure. See text for explanation. (color online)
front profiles are represented in Fig. 3 as the blue lines marked−−→
AA′,
−−→
BB′, and
−−→
CC′, with interpolation stencil points marked as
green and red crosses.
Third, we immediately truncate the interpolated profiles
wherever they intersect another face of the isosurface, such as in
the case of line
−−→
CC′ in Fig. 3, which overlaps the 2D isocontour
in three places other than the line segment from which it was in-
terpolated. We also compute a smoothed thermicity profile us-
ing a five-point convolution filter and find the local maximum
thermicity nearest the profile center-point. We then truncate
the profiles to the nearest local minimum on either side of this
center-most maximum. This step is demonstrated by displaying
a smooth thermicity field as a gray-scale image underneath the
2D hydrogen mass-fraction isocontours in Fig. 3. Any points
which clearly cross over either another segment of the isocon-
tour or a local minima in the thermicity field are colored red,
indicating they have been discarded, and only the green points
are retained. Any profile which has retained a complete reac-
tion zone, defined as the region of exothermicity between the
first and second half-max states, is considered to be a freely-
propagating reaction wave profile, equivalent to a turbulent de-
flagration flamelet profile.
It should be noted that interpolated profiles that lack a com-
plete reaction zone may correspond to one of three scenarios:
(i) Quasi-homogeneous autoignition, wherein the underlying
spontaneous autoignition wave would be longer than the peri-
odic domain of the simulation (i.e., δrz > L); (ii) End-gas reac-
tant pockets bounded by colliding reaction waves, such that the
thermicity has risen above 50% of the profile peak everywhere
along the profile within the pocket and therefore no first half-
max point (xfhm) exists for the profile; or (iii) Emerging ignition
kernels bounded by cold reactants, such that the thermicity has
not yet dropped below 50% of the profile peak within the ker-
nel and therefore no second half-max point (xshm) exists for the
profile. An isolated end-gas reactant pocket marked as region
D in Fig. 3 is representative of sections of isosurface whose
reaction-front profiles would not be retained due to the lack of
a complete reaction zone structure.
4. Results
4.1. Global system evolution
Figure 4 shows time series of the mass-average H2 mass frac-
tion, {YH2 }, and thermicity, {ω˙}, for each turbulent simulation
case. The corresponding time histories for a homogeneous CV
reactor are also shown for the same spatially-averaged thermo-
dynamic conditions found in each of the simulation cases at
t = 0 s (i.e., 〈P〉0 and {T }0). As ζt decreases from case Z1
to Z3b, Fig. 4 shows that the rate at which {YH2 } changes in
the simulations increasingly conforms to the rate of change in
a homogeneous CV reactor. In particular, for case Z1, which
has the largest value of ζt of all simulations examined here, the
rate of change of {YH2 } is substantially smaller than for the ho-
mogeneous CV reactor. Similarly, {ω˙} is substantially smaller
in the turbulent cases, as compared to the homogeneous CV
reactor, for large ζt (i.e., case Z1). There is thus a close corre-
spondence between the turbulent and homogeneous CV cases
when ζt is small and, as ζt increases from case Z3b to Z1, the
turbulent time histories increasingly diverge from those of the
corresponding homogeneous CV reactors.
Figure 4 further shows that the global ignition delay time
measured with respect to the {ω˙} profiles, which we call the
domain-average ignition delay time and denote as t˜ign, de-
creases relative to the homogeneous CV ignition delay time,
τign, as ζt increases. Figure 4 also shows that there are substan-
tial changes in the corresponding domain-averaged exothermic-
ity time, t˜exo = t˜shm − t˜fhm, relative to τexo, as ζt increases. In
particular, t˜exo is more than five times the corresponding τexo in
case Z1, and still nearly double τexo in case Z3b.
The spatial structure of the simulations during the domain-
averaged exothermic pulse is indicated by the partial 2D slices
of pressure at three times shown in Fig. 5 for case Z1. The
initial emergence of isolated ignition kernels just before the
first domain-average half-max point, t˜fhm, is shown in Fig. 5(a),
while Fig. 5(b) shows that reaction waves from the ignition
kernels have rapidly strengthened and are interacting with sec-
ondary ignition kernels just after the domain-average ignition-
delay time, t˜ign. By the second domain-average half-max point,
t˜shm, the flow field is dominated by colliding reaction waves and
merging ignition kernels, as shown in Fig. 5(c). Therefore, to
specifically examine hot-spot autoignition and detonation for-
mation, in the following we analyze the single volumetric data
output from each simulation that most closely corresponds to
t˜fhm, marked by vertical black dotted lines in Fig. 4 and shown
for case Z1 in Fig. 5(a). It should be noted that while the
analysis of the ignition front isosurfaces and their associated
reaction-front profiles is performed at t = t˜fhm, each simulation
continues to be characterized by the values of ξt and ζt com-
puted at t = 0.
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Figure 4: Time series of (a, c, e, g, i) mass-average H2 mass-fraction, {YH2 }, and (b, d, f, h, j) mass-average thermicity {ω˙}, shown as thick blue lines. Corresponding
homogeneous autoignition profiles are shown as black lines, the domain-average ignition delay times, t˜ign, are shown as vertical red lines, and the domain-average
exothermicity times, t˜exo, are shown as red shaded regions starting at t˜fhm and ending at t˜shm. Vertical black dotted lines mark the time of the data output analyzed
in each case. (color online)
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Figure 5: Pseudocolor images of 512 × 512 cell slices of the pressure field, P, taken from case Z1 at (a) (t − τign)/τexo = −3, (b) (t − τign)/τexo = −1, and (c)
(t − τign)/τexo = 1, approximately corresponding to t˜fhm, t˜ign, and t˜shm. Pressures greater than PCJ are highlighted as magenta. (color online)
4.2. Reaction wave classification
The simple configuration of an isolated laminar hot-spot
ensures that there can only be self-reinforcing acoustic-
exothermicity coupling, as both the exothermic ignition wave
and acoustic wave formed from initial conditions travel in the
same direction along a negative gradient in the speed of sound.
Similarly, once the reaction wave has exited the hot spot, it is
assumed to travel through a quiescent cold gas at a fixed wave
speed. Accordingly, the expected reaction wave speed inside
the hot spot (i.e., ξ) is a critical indicator of detonability, and
the final steady-state wave speed alone could be used as an in-
dicator of successful detonation.
However, in the case of igniting compressible turbulence, it
is possible that, locally and instantaneously, an exothermic re-
action wave may either support or oppose an acoustic or shock
wave, depending on the degree of misalignment between the
waves, as compressible turbulence hot spots are not isolated
from one another, do not form in a quiescent acoustic field,
and the temperature and speed of sound do not monotonically
decrease away from the hot spot. Instead, the local and instan-
taneous wave speed along a reaction wave profile, which could
be computed as the ignition isosurface displacement speed as in
[32], can be expected to vary rapidly and significantly in time,
because the ignition-delay-time gradient along the direction of
the reaction wave profile will tend to oscillate above and be-
low zero, and the spontaneous wave speed will therefore tend
to intermittently shoot to infinity along the profile.
For this reason, we do not classify reaction wave pro-
files based upon their instantaneous isosurface displacement
speed. Instead, we classify each reaction wave identified in
the five simulations based on both the magnitude of the profile-
maximum pressure, Pmax, which we take as a measure of the
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magnitude of the acoustic-exothermicity coupling, and the rel-
ative position of the pressure peak with respect to the profile
reaction zone, which we take as a measure of the direction of
the coupling between the reaction and pressure wave. We delin-
eate detonation waves of various strengths from ignition waves
with marginal or weak acoustic coupling by comparing Pmax
to the post-shock pressure for a planar ZND detonation wave
propagating through a gas at the mean thermodynamic state of
each simulation at t = 0 s, denoted PZND, the corresponding CJ
post-detonation sonic-point pressure of that ZND detonation,
PCJ, and the final pressure of a homogeneous CV reactor with
the same initial conditions, PCV. These criteria are:
• If Pmax ≥ PZND, then the reaction wave is a high-pressure
detonation;
• If PZND > Pmax ≥ PCJ, then the reaction wave is a low-
pressure detonation;
• If PCJ > Pmax ≥ 1.1PCV, then the reaction wave is a high-
pressure ignition; finally,
• If Pmax < 1.1PCV, then the reaction wave is a low-pressure
ignition.
Reaction front profiling resulted in several million individual
profiles in each simulation, and so we show a selected small
number of the resulting reaction wave profiles for each case in
Fig. 6. Based on the above criteria, we find detonation waves in
all three cases where ζt > 1 (namely, Z1, Z2a, and Z2b) and no
detonations in cases Z3a and Z3b. Figure 6 shows a subset of
the reaction wave profiles identified in each of the simulations.
Both high-pressure (HP) and low-pressure (LP) detonations are
observed in the detonating cases, although only a very small
fraction of the total ignition isosurface area is classified as either
a detonation wave or HP ignition wave, as shown in Fig. 7.
In cases Z3a and Z3b, only a very small fraction of the total
isosurface area is categorized as a complete reaction wave at all,
with all identified waves being LP ignition waves. It should be
noted that the area fraction of the ignition isosurfaces associated
with reaction profiles that lack a complete reaction zone are not
plotted in Fig. 7 and the sum of the reaction-wave area fractions
is less than 100% in all five simulation cases.
The position of maximum pressure in each profile relative to
its reaction zone allows for a more refined assessment of the
acoustic-exothermicity coupling of each detonation wave, and
therefore for the system as a whole. In particular, we can sub-
classify the stability of HP and LP detonations according to the
position of the maximum pressure, xmp = x|P=Pmax . Specifi-
cally, if xmp > xfhm, then the reaction zone is behind a leading
shock and we consider this to be a positively-coupled detona-
tion. If xfhm ≥ xmp ≥ xshm, then the reaction zone overlaps the
shock and we consider this to be a neutrally-coupled detona-
tion. Finally, if xshm > xmp, then the reaction zone is in front of
a trailing shock and we consider this to be a negatively-coupled
detonation.
We found no positively-coupled HP detonations in the three
ζt > 1 cases and classify less than 0.001% of the isosurface area
as a positively-coupled LP detonation in each of those cases.
Moreover, we classify just 0.0330%, 0.0086%, and 0.0023% of
the total ignition surface as neutrally-coupled HP detonations
in cases Z1, Z2a, and Z2b, respectively.
We note that the marginally-interacting HP ignition waves
(i.e., HPI waves), could also be sub-classified in a similar man-
ner, and in fact it is possible that a wave classified as an HPI
wave is in fact an emerging or very LP detonation wave. How-
ever, due to the nature of the single-time Eulerian analysis we
use here, it is impossible to properly assess whether or not a
given HPI wave will eventually develop into a detonation wave.
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Figure 6: Forty selected reaction wave profiles of (a, c, e, g, i) pressure, P, and (b, d, f, h, j) density, ρ, shown as solid colored lines. Distance along the profile
interpolation stencils is denoted as d, with d = 0 corresponding to the isosurface face barycenter, positive d on the upstream (reactant) side of the reaction wave,
and negative d on the downstream (product) side of the reaction wave. The various pressure regimes used for wave classification are denoted by alternating bands
of gray shading in panels (a)-(i). (color online).
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action wave classification as a function of ζt, directly computed at t = 0 for each
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4.3. Evolution in thermodynamic state space
In order to directly illustrate the variety of thermodynamic
cycles that each reacting fluid parcel may undergo locally and
instantaneously throughout the domain, including well-defined,
if less than ideal, detonation wave cycles, joint probability dis-
tributions (pdfs) of pressure P versus specific volume v = 1/ρ
are constructed from the full domain of volumetric data that
was analyzed in each case. Figure 8 shows the variation in the
joint pdf of the P–v state space for the three cases (Z1, Z2a,
and Z2b) that exhibit strong acoustic-exothermic coupling, in-
cluding detonations, while Fig. 9 shows the two cases (Z3a and
Z3b) with very weak acoustic-exothermicity coupling through-
out their domains.
In each panel of Figs. 8 and 9, the joint pdf has an enve-
lope corresponding to the chemically-frozen Hugoniot curve for
pure reactants (dashed blue lines) and the chemical-equilibrium
Hugoniot curve of the reaction products (dashed red lines).
Each panel also highlights the average initial thermodynamic
state at t = 0 s, (〈P〉0, 1/〈ρ〉), the von Neumann post-shock
state, (PZND, vZND), Chapman-Jouguet post-detonation sonic
state, (PCJ, vCJ), and the equilibrium state for a homogeneous
constant-volume reactor, (PCV, vCV). Of particular note, Fig. 9
reveals that in neither case Z3a nor Z3b has any point within
the domain fully reacted, since, in both cases, the joint pdf falls
noticeably short of the equilibrium product Hugoniot curve.
For the reaction waves which show only very weak acoustic-
exothermicity coupling, namely the LPI waves, there is gener-
ally no sharp pressure peak [see, for instance, panels (g) and
(i) of Fig. 6], and therefore it is easier to sub-classify these
LPI waves by assessing whether or not they follow an approxi-
mately constant pressure or constant volume trajectory through
state space. Therefore, we compute the normalized ratio of the
change in pressure over the change in specific volume, v, across
the reaction zone of a wave as
m =
vfhm|Pshm − Pfhm|
Pfhm|vshm − vfhm| . (22)
If m > 4, then we consider the LPI to be a quasi-constant-
volume ignition wave (QCV), and if m < 1/4, then the LPI
wave is a quasi-constant-pressure ignition wave (QCP). We
chose the threshold slopes of 4 and 1/4 empirically, based
upon trial and error, until we found reciprocal slopes that ad-
equately isolated waves with relatively straight (whether hor-
izontal or vertical) state-space trajectories within the reaction
zone of each profile. We found a significant fraction of the
LPI waves in all five cases undergo QCP heat release and both
Figs. 8 and 9 show ten examples of QCP waves, randomly-
chosen from among all identified QCP profiles in each case.
For comparison, Fig. 8 also shows ten randomly-chosen strong
developing detonation wave profiles for cases Z1, Z2a, and Z2b.
5. Conclusions
In autoignitive gaseous flows, detonations can be directly ini-
tiated by the thermomechanical feedback between spontaneous
ignition waves and acoustic waves which emanate from iso-
lated and laminar hot spots with suitable temperature gradients.
Two non-dimensional parameters have been found to predict
the detonability of such hot spots, namely the acoustic-ignition
coupling parameter, ξ, which is an inverse Mach number for
the ignition wave, and the acoustic-exothermicity coupling pa-
rameter, ζ, which is a ratio of the sound-crossing time to the
exothermic time of the hot spot. In this work, we have adapted
the definitions of ξ and ζ into a statistical model for spontaneous
detonation initiation by thermodynamic gradients formed from
compressible homogeneous isotropic turbulence (HIT) fluctu-
ations. We then examined the utility of the adapted statistical
model for predicting turbulence detonability in five new direct
numerical simulations (DNS) of compressible HIT in premixed
hydrogen-air that sweep a small, but critical, range of the turbu-
lence detonability parameters, namely at values of ζt both above
and below unity.
We found strong evidence that ζt is a sensitive measure
of the degree of acoustic-exothermicity coupling between the
turbulence thermodynamics and the combustion chemistry, as
all three simulation cases where ζt > 1 contained develop-
ing detonation waves, and the two simulation cases where
ζt < 1 showed no evidence of strong coupling between sponta-
neous ignition waves and the very weak leading pressure waves
formed as isolated ignition kernels emerged. Additionally,
while detonation waves accounted for only a very small frac-
tion of the total ignition-front isosurface area in each case where
ζt > 1, the area fraction of detonation, detonation strength, and
detonation stability all increased monotonically with ζt. We
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conclude, therefore, that our formulation of ζt is a predictive
parameter of compressible turbulence detonability.
There are, however, several limitations of the present study,
which limit its immediate applicability to the engineering de-
sign process. Namely, the choice of HIT as the unit flow prob-
lem simplified the required dimensional analysis but greatly
limits the ability to extrapolate these findings to the predic-
tion of detonability of geometrically-complex turbulent flows
with large-scale variations in autoignitive conditions, as would
be found in any real-world application. Similarly, the limited
range of turbulence Mach and Reynolds numbers, Mat and Ret,
that were computationally accessible for this study precluded
testing whether these parameters also have a direct impact on
detonability, separate from their influence on ζt. Additionally,
due to the approximate nature of the derived scaling of |∇T |rms
with Mat, Ret, Pr, and γ, we are unable to draw any defini-
tive conclusions about how detonability varies with ξt from the
paired simulations Z2a/Z2b and Z3a/Z3b. However, the high
level of consistency of the results observed between the two
pairs of cases provides confidence in our ability to predict det-
onability based on ξt and ζt alone, independent of Mat and the
thermodynamic properties of a system. High computational
cost also forced us to choose between simulating an interest-
ing set of points in the ξt–ζt parameter space and performing
simulations on highly-refined meshes. As a result, given the
diffusive, monotone, and shock-capturing nature of the numer-
ics, it is likely that each case would exhibit a higher degree
of detonability were the simulations run with a much higher
mesh resolution capable of resolving the internal thermochem-
12
ical structure of the detonation waves.
For these reasons, future work will focus on empirically de-
termining the non-dimensional scaling of T ′ and |∇T |rms with
Mat, Ret, Pr, and γ, performing detonability simulations at both
higher Mat and Ret, and determining how superimposed com-
pressible turbulence fluctuations alter the detonability of large-
scale and coherent temperature gradients. Future work could
also test alternative statistical formulations of the turbulence
detonability model that use a model for the isotropic temper-
ature autocorrelation function, or other forms of higher-order
statistical information, to better capture the contribution of the
highest temperature regions of the domain and the largest tem-
perature gradients.
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